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Why “Hierarchical”?
• In cosmology, we have many problems of interest
where the “objects” of study are used as tracers for
underlying phenomena
• Eg:

Parameters

• SNIa’s to measure d_L
• Galaxies to measure velocity fields, BAOs, growth
of structure, lensing, …
• Galaxy properties to measure scaling
relationships
• Stars to measure Milky Way gravitational
potential/dark matter
• …
• In many cases, we might or might not be interested
in the objects themselves — insofar as they give us
accurate (and unbiased) tracers for the physics we
want to study
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Why “Models”?
• By “model” in this context I mean a probabilistic representation of how the
measured data arise from the theory
• We always need models: They incorporate our understanding of how the
measurement process (and its subtleties, e.g. section eﬀects) “filters” our view of
the underlying physical process
• The more refined the model, the more information we can extract from the data:
measurement noise is unavoidable (at some level), but supplementing our inferential
setup with a probabilistic model takes some “heavy lifting” away from the data
• The key is to realise that there is a diﬀerence between “measurement noise” and
intrinsic variability — and each needs to be modelled individually
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In general:
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Why “Bayesian”
• Let’s move on.
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Hierarchical modelling at COSMO21:
• Hik Shariﬀ: BAHAMAS and SNIa (this session)
• Kaisey Mandel: Simple-BayeSN and SNIa dust (this session)
• Steven Murray: Eddington bias in mass functions (next session)
• Boris Leidstedt: photo-z (this afternoon)
• Alex Malz: more photo-z (this afternoon)
• Carmen Sanchez Gil: Spiral galaxies properties (poster)
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Bayesian Hierarchical Models
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NOISE, SELECTION EFFECTS
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Mathematical formulation
The posterior distribution can be expanded in the usual Bayesian way:
p(params | data)

p(data|params)

∝ p(data | params)p(params)

∝ ∫p(data, true, pop | params) dtrue dpop
= ∫p(data | true) p(true | pop) p(pop) dtrue drop
Measurement errors
Intrinsic variability
Population-level priors
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Gaussian linear model
• Intuition can be gained from the “simple” problem of linear regression in the
presence of measurement errors on both the dependent and independent variable
and intrinsic scatter in the relationship (e.g., Gull 1989, Gelman et al 2004, Kelly
2007):

Model: unknown
parameters of
interest (a,b)

yi = b + axi
xi ⇠ p(x| ) = Nxi (x? , Rx )
yi |xi ⇠ Nyi (b + axi ,

2

)

x̂i , ŷi |xi , yi ⇠ Nx̂i ,ŷi ([xi , yi ], ⌃2 )

POPULATION
DISTRIBUTION
INTRINSIC VARIABILITY

MEASUREMENT ERROR
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Malmquist bias revisited

log(Luminosity)

• Malmquist (1925) bias: intrinsically brighter objects are easier to detect, hence
quantities derived from a magnitude (brightness) limited sample are biased high.

log(frequency)

1. Observed objects
have mean luminosity
biased high

Unobservable

2. Noise more likely to
up-scatter lower
luminosity object into
detection threshold
than vice-versa (as
less luminous objects
are more frequent)

log(distance)
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+ MEASUREMENT ERROR

TRUE VALUES

observed x

observed x

“SMALL” ERRORS

• Modeling the latent distribution of the
independent variable accounts for “Malmquist
bias” of the second kind
• An observed x value far from the origin is more
probable to arise from up-scattering of a lower
latent x value (due to noise) than downscattering of a higher (less frequent) x value
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latent x

latent
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“LARGE” ERRORS

Kelly (2007)

Flux
limit

observed y

INTRINSIC VARIABILITY

The key parameter is noise (σx) to population (Rx)
characteristic variability scale ratio
σx/Rx <<1

σx/Rx ~1

yi = b + axi

σx

σx

Rx

Bayesian marginal posterior
broader but less biased than
Chi-Squared

March, RT et al (2011)

Bayesian (black) marginal
posterior identical to ChiSquared (blue)

true

true

Rx

Slope reconstruction
Rx = σx2/Var(x): ratio of the covariate measurement variance to observed variance

Ordinary Least
Square

BIASSED
LOW

Chi-Square
incl variance

BIASSED
HIGH

Maximum
Likelihood

APPROX
UNBIASSED

Kelly, Astr. J., 665, 1489-1506 (2007)
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Why should you care?
Rx = σx2/Var(x) = 1 in this example: Comparing the MLE (dashed) with
the Bayesian Hierarchical Model Posterior (histogram)

True

Bayesian

MLE

Standard MLE (or
Least Squares/
Chi-Squared) fits
are biased!
(even if you
artificially inflate the
errors to get ChiSquared/dof ~ 1)

Slope
Kelly, Astr. J., 665, 1489-1506 (2007)
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SNIa cosmology simulations
• Comparing Bayesian Hierarchical approach to usual Chi-Square - Simulations of
SNIa data set

Size of errorbars

Bias

The Bayesian Hierarchical model reduces the error bars while
having smaller bias in the majority of cases
March, RT et al, MNRAS 418(4),2308-2329 (2011)
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SNIa cosmology simulations
• Coverage of Bayesian 1D marginal posterior CR and of 1D Chi2 profile likelihood CI
computed from 100 realizations
• Bias and mean squared error (MSE) defined as

✓ˆ is the posterior mean (Bayesian) or the
maximum likelihood value (Chi2).

Coverage

Red: Chi2

Blue: Bayesian

Results:
Coverage: generally improved
(but still some undercoverage
observed)
Bias: reduced by a factor ~ 2-3
for most parameters
MSE: reduced by a factor 1.5-3.0
for all parameters

ISBA 2012 meeting, Kyoto
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JLA SNIa (see Hik’s talk)
w=

1

Shariﬀ, RT+15, ApJ in print
arxiv: 1510.05954

Bayesian Hierarchical Model

2.8 σ difference

JLA only
JLA + Planck 2015

⌦m = 0.399 ± 0.027
⌦ =

0.024 ± 0.010
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Borrowing of strength
Likelihood
Posterior

Intrinsic Magnitude

x̂1i quartile:
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Colour correction

The posterior estimates (red) exhibit smaller residual scatter when compared to the
likelihood (blue), around the regression line: "borrowing of strength" (shrinkage)
from the structure of the hierarchical model.

Shariﬀ, RT+15, arxiv: 1510.05954
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Selection effects
• Selection eﬀects (truncation) and non-detections (censoring) can be added
straightforwardly to the hierarchical framework
• No need for ad hoc “corrections”; All that is required is the selection function (this
might need Monte Carlo sims) Observed data (n)

obs

latent

Missing data, N-n

Kelly, Astr. J., 665, 1489-1506 (2007)
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Usual “bias correction” procedure
• Adopted in JLA paper (Betoule+14): It tries to correct selection bias by shifting back
apparent magnitude estimates by a set amount estimated as a function of redshift
from Monte Carlo simulations
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Sampling strategy
• Introduction of an explicit layer of latent variables increases massively the
dimensionality of the parameter space that needs to be sampled (eg: SNIa , 3 x N, N
~ 700, the number of SNIa’s observed; >> for BayesSN, ~ 50,000)
• For Gaussian linear models, latent variables can be marginalised out analytically
• But: selection eﬀects break Gaussianity, hence require an explicit numerical
sampling scheme

Sampling scheme
Metropolis-Hastings
Gibbs
Hamiltonian MC
Nested sampling

Ok?
✗
✓
✓
✗

Note
Hopeless efficiency
Exploits conditional structure
Good but requires gradient
Too large dimensionality
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ASIS sampling scheme
• In BAHAMAS, we use an Ancillarity-Suﬃciency Interweaving Strategy (ASIS) and a
Partially Collapsed Gibbs (PCG) sampler to improve eﬃciency (Jiao&vanDyk16,
vanDyk&Park08; Yu&Meng11)
• ASIS: A special Data Augmentation scheme: we introduce “missing data” (aka
“messenger field”) Ymis,S or Ymis,A so that:

p(Yobs |Ymis,S , ✓) is free of ✓

p(Ymis,A |✓) does not depend on ✓

ASIS Sampler, with target p(θ|Yobs) :
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Partially Collapsed Gibbs
• The Partially Collapsed Gibbs (PCG) sampler replaces complete conditional
distributions in Gibbs by complete conditionals of marginal distribution of the
joint target. This reduction of conditioning can improve convergence.

Construction of the PCG Sampler :

Jointly updated

Steps
permutation

Analytical
marginalisation
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Performance improvement
• Adopting both ASIS and PCG improved mixing while noticeably reducing correlation
length for all variables

Trace plot

Autocorrelation
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• The halo mass function (= number of
halos of mass M per unit volume) is
sensitive to cosmology via the growth
function. Plus, the number of halos of
mass M is sensitive to the growth of
cosmic volume.
• Measuring halo mass requires
calibrating the mass with an observable
proxy: richness, X-ray luminosity, SZ
decrement, temperature, etc.

Mass

Cluster mass scaling for self-calibration

• The mass-proxy relation is log space is
a linear model with intrinsic scatter
(Andreon&Hurn10; Andreon&Berge12).

Richness
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UNITY (Rubin+15)
Extension of the Bayesian method of March+11 to include outliers, selection
eﬀects and host-galaxy mass:
Union 2.1 data

Rubin+15 (SCP) 1507.01602
See also:
Ma+ (2016); Nielson+ (2015)
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The BayeSN approach (see Kaisey’s talk)
• Developed by K. Mandel (Mandel et al, 2009, 2011) and collaborators: fully Bayesian
approach to LC fitting, including random errors, population structure, intrinsic
variations/correlations, dust extinction and reddening, incomplete data
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Dust (Av, Rv)
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Absolute LC

Apparent LC

Observed LC
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Redshift

SN 1...N
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Cosmic Shear reconstruction
• Alsing, Heavens+(16) used a hierarchical
Bayesian model to perform simultaneous
reconstruction of the tomographic cosmic
shear maps and its power spectra
• Includes realistic (and complex)
measurements eﬀects like masking, PSF,
pixelization, photo-z, etc.
• Uses Gibbs+Messenger field as a sampling
scheme for 67,000 params
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Adding object-by-object classification
• “Events” come from two diﬀerent populations (with diﬀerent intrinsic scatter around
the same linear model), but we ignore which is which:
LATENT

OBSERVED
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Reconstruction (N=400)
Parameters of interest

Classification of objects

Population-level properties
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Summary and Conclusions
• Bayesian Hierarchical Models oﬀer a powerful and unified framework for
probabilistic modelling of the diﬀerent sources of uncertainty in our data
• It correctly distinguished between intrinsic (population-level) variability and
measurement error
• It can handle truncation and censoring, albeit usually only with powerful explicit
sampling of (a large dimensional) latent variable parameter space
• Burgeoning applications in a number of fields (SNIa, shear, clusters, …) are
beginning to exploit the power of the method
• Sims show that this method consistently outperforms the usual alternatives,
especially in the all-important “low S/N” regime
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